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No.: AIBSNLEA/RAJ/2014-16/24 Dated at Jaipur: 13-04-2014. 

To, 

Shri R.K.Misra 
Chief General Manager 
Rajasthan Telecom Circle,  
JAIPUR–302010 

Sub: Discrepancies in company cost transfer orders in SDE/JTO cadres issued on dt.31-03-2016. 

Respected Sir, 

There are some lapses in company cost transfer orders in SDE/JTO cadres issued on dt.31-03-2016 by 
Pers. Cell Circle Office. The details are as under. 

1. Own Request for transfer had been considered in SDE Cadre vide Order No. STA/8-5/GB/Rotational 
Tfr/2015-16/15 dt.31-03.2016, also many company cost transfers also have been done. 

In above order one SDE from Circle Office had been transferred to Sawaimadhopur on company cost 
while own cost request of Shri Shakeel Ahmed SDE JPTD has been ignored. This is against the law of 
justice as well as negligently monitory loss to the BSNL. 

Therefore, it is requested that own cost request of Shri Shakeel Ahmed SDE JPTD may immediately be 
considered and company cost transfer to Sawaimadhopur may please be cancelled. 

2. Own Request for transfer had been considered in JTO Cadre vide order no. STA/8-15/Ch-13/R-
Tfr/JTO/2016/3 dt. 31-03-2016, also many company cost transfers also have been done. 

In above order three JTOs have been posted at Kota SSA on Company cost while Kota SSA is most 
demanded SSA of Rajasthan Circle in respect of request transfers and in JTO cadre max stay is about 
3 years only hence instead of utilising three more request transfers 3 unwilling JTOs have been posted 
at Kota on company cost and a chain of transfer in future will unnecessary be generated. 

We hereby suggest that if any executive requests for own cost posting out from most demanded Station like 
Jaipur/ Kota may be considered immediately on priority basis without waiting for March ending rotational 
transfer. 

With kind regards, 

Yours Sincerely 
 
 
  

(M.K.Morodia) 
Circle Secretary 

Encl.: as above 
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